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• Museum visitors use both the east and the west entrances, making 

it difficult to collect visitor information at just one entrance.

• The gift shop acts as a bookend to the museum visitor’s 

experience, so it is an ideal place to intervene in a visit.

• Student visitors tend to spend time in the café area but do not 

always explore the exhibits.

• Families that visit the museum tend to do so for the exhibits.

• Exhibit content influences visitor experiences.

Sprint
One

Purpose: to assemble an experience map of an end-
to-end visit to the Broad

• Interviewed parents immediately after visit to the 
Broad with their children

• Created an experience map (see results)
• Allowed family to edit map to fit their experience

This poster will explain the participatory work I’m doing with the 
Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum at Michigan State University. 

The Game Plan

To help solve this problem, I designed a project aimed at discovering 
the experience of visitors to better understand how the museum 
could encourage different kinds of participation. The benefit of 
learning more about the user experience of visitors is the research 
could provide an appropriate time and place for collecting 
information about visitors so they don’t continue to remain 
anonymous. This project seeks to evaluate the user experience of 
museum visitors as a means to design a method for collecting 
information about visitors at appropriate times. 

Too often people view museums as places to visit once and never 
return to. Cultural artifacts hang on walls next to “Do Not Touch” 
signs and museums remain bound by traditional ways of interacting  
and participating in art. But what if curators took down the “Do Not 
Touch” signs? What if museums encouraged visitors to participate 
in the experience? One museum in Santa Cruz is doing just that.

At Santa Cruz’s Museum of Art and History, visitors are treated as 
creative agents and are encouraged to actively participate in 
exhibits. In the book The Participatory Museum, Nina Simon (2010) 
explains her belief that everyone has something creative to add and 
that this contribution is directly related to the way we “design the 
invitation to participate.” Her goal for Santa Cruz is to open up the 
museum as a space for community members to congregate and 
contribute to the already existing cultural scene. For instance, 
contrary to the soundless atmosphere of most museums, at the 
Santa Cruz Museum of Art and History, Nina looks for new ways to 
use art to engage total strangers in conversation. She believes that 
artifacts can and should be used as catalysts of conversations that 
otherwise would not happen.

Purpose: to gain knowledge of visitor flow

•Discretely observed visitors for two non consecutive 
hours each day for one week 
•Took headcount every 15 minutes to get a general idea 
of how many people used the museum’s spaces
•Used an affinity diagram to organize the data 

Maintained an agile, feedback-driven workflow 
organized into the following sprints:  

Purpose: to learn more about family’s experiences 
through post-visit surveys 

• Referred to Sprint 1 for best time to conduct surveys
• Built ethos with visitors by wearing nametag 
• Surveyed 39 families about satisfaction of visit
• Card sorted data to find patterns 

•Museums are more than just storage containers for eye catching 
items. 

•Museums are living spaces where people come to interact with 
exhibits and with each other.

•To enhance these interactions, museums need to look to their 
social spaces to learn more about their visitor’s experiences.

•This knowledge will enable museums to architect effective 
invitations to participate and to tailor their exhibits to their visitor 
demographic.

•This project concluded here, but because of the relationships we 
formed with practitioners we are now moving forward to test 
interventions on what we learned from this data.

The Challenge

How do we collect 
information on 
visitors without 
disrupting their visit?

The Factors

• The unique layout of the Broad
• Ticket-free admission policy
• Most visitors enter, participate, and leave 

while remaining anonymous Photo by the Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum at MSU
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